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Nadal topples Tsitsipas in Toronto final

TORONTO: Rafael Nadal held off a late surge from
birthday boy Stefanos Tsitsipas to claim the 80th
tit le of  his  career with victory at  the Toronto
Masters on Sunday. Nadal overcame a second set
fightback from Greek youngster Tsitsipas to claim a
6-2, 7-6 (7/4) victory in just under 1hr 45mins.

The win gave the 32-year-old Spaniard a record-
extending 33rd trophy at the elite Masters level as
well as his 80th title.

However Nadal later raised doubts about he
would be chasing an 81st title at next week’s event in
Cincinnati, refusing to confirm that he would play
the event as scheduled. “Will I play in Cincinnati? I

can’t answer to you right now,” Nadal said.
Ear l ier, a  vocal  crowd of  local  f lag-waving

Greek fans had sang Happy Birthday to the 20-
year-old Tsitsipas as Nadal reflected on a success-
ful campaign. “I feel I’ve improved every match, it’s
important to win even if you’re not at your best,”
Nadal said as he prepares for the US Open later
this month.

“It’s been almost 10 years (2010) since I last
played in Toronto,” Nadal said of the event which
comes to the city in even-number years as it trades
with Montreal.  “This trophy means a lot.”

The loss concluded the tennis week of his life for

Tsitsipas, who beat four Top 10 opponent in a row to
reach the final.  “It’s been an amazing week for me,”
he said. “This trophy means a lot after playing my
first Masters 1000 final. “Rafa is amazing, he never
cracks. He will always grab you like a bulldog and he
will always make you suffer on the court.

“He was (once) normal like all of us, and he man-
aged to become this beast, this monster that he is
today. “That’s how you feel when you play against
him.” Tsitsipas is taking the lesson he learned on
court to heart: “I’m really hungry for more. I believe
I can achieve much more this year. “Although I lost
today, I feel like I can still beat good players. I really

want to make more points this year and get the best
out of myself.” Nadal added the Canadian honour to
the titles he won in 2005, 2008 and 2013.  The final
featured a plot twist at the end, with Nadal broken
while serving for victory leading a set and 5-4.

Tsitsipas would not buckle, making it 5-5 as
Nadal hit the net, with the set finally going into a
tiebreaker. Nadal regained control, earning a match
point on a Tsitsipas forehand error.

The Spanish world number one concluded victory
with a forehand winner deep into the corner. He now
owns five titles this season and has clinched the first
spot in the year-end finals in London. —AFP

Greek fans sing Happy Birthday to Tsitsipas 

MONTREAL: World number one Simona Halep held
her nerve in a rollercoaster duel with Sloane Stephens
Sunday to win the WTA Montreal crown for the second
time. In a gruelling 2hr 41min battle, French Open
champion Halep prevailed 7-6 (8/6), 3-6, 6-4 over
Stephens in a repeat of the duo’s meeting in the final of
Roland Garros earlier this year.

The victory was Halep’s 18th career title and her
second in Montreal following her success in 2016. The
26-year-old sealed the win with an ace on her fourth
match point, capping an enthralling duel marked by
several momentum swings. Halep had taken the first set
on a tie-break, after saving four set points against
American third seed Stephens.

Halep made the stronger start, dictating rallies from
the baseline to race into a 4-1 lead after twice breaking
Stephens in the opening five games. Yet reigning US
Open champion Stephens rallied superbly to claw her
way back into the contest, breaking twice to level at 4-
4.  That however proved to be the cue for Halep to
respond, breaking back after a net cord sat up inviting-

ly for the Romanian, who crushed a winner into the cor-
ner for 5-4. Another poor service game from Halep
though gave the initiative back to Stephens, who broke
for 5-5 and then held for a 6-5 lead. Stephens
appeared to be closing in on the first set in the next
game, when a wild forehand from Halep-her 20th
unforced error-handed her opponent two set points.
But Halep dug deep to save both points and then forced
the tie-break.  Stephens again looked to be on the brink
of the first set after surging into a 5-1 lead which soon
became 6-4 in the tiebreak. But once again the
American was unable to seal the deal, Halep recovering
to win the next four points for 8-6. 

Stephens responded brilliantly in the second set
however, breaking Halep twice in the first three games
before advancing into a 5-3 lead. Once again though
Stephens appeared to be on her way to squandering
the momentum, wasting three set points in the ninth
game before finally converting her to force a decisive
third set.  Both players traded early breaks in the
decider before Halep secured the 13th break of the
match in the fifth game for a 3-2 lead.  A hold left her 4-
2 up and she bagged another break in the seventh game
to go 5-2 ahead when Stephens wearily duffed a
straightforward volley into the net.

Stephens refused to go quietly though, saving a
match point before breaking for 5-3, and then saving
two more match points to hold. Halep was not to be
denied however, thumping down an ace to seal a mem-
orable win on her next service game. — AFP
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TORONTO: Rafael Nadal of Spain with the champions trophy following his win in the final match against Stefanos Tsitsipas of Greece on Day 7 of the Rogers Cup at Aviva Centre on Sunday in Toronto, Canada. — AFP

MONTREAL: Sloane Stephens (L) and Simona Halep of Romania (R) hold their trophies after competing in the
final round during day seven of the Rogers Cup at IGA Stadium on Sunday in Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Simona Halep of Romania defeated Sloane Stephens 7-6, 3-6, 6-4. — AFP


